PLEASE NOTE: Due to current public health concerns and associated orders this City Council

Workstudy will be conducted entirely online. All Councilmembers and staff will be participating
remotely.
The public will be able to participate in this meeting online using Zoom Meetings. However, in
keeping with past Workstudy practices, the public will not be allowed to provide public comment.
You will be required to have a registered Zoom account and display your full name to be admitted
to the meeting.
Zoom Meeting Information:
To Sign Up for a Zoom Account: https://zoom.us/join
Meeting ID: 874 5155 8876
Password: 308354
Call In Phone Number: 1-253-215-8782
If you would like a copy of the September 22, 2020 Workstudy packet please email the City Clerk
by no later than 5 p.m. on Tuesday, September 22, 2020 at soppedal@northbendwa.gov OR visit
the following link: September 22, 2020 City Council Workstudy Packet

CITY OF NORTH BEND, WA
CITY COUNCIL WORKSTUDY
September 22, 2020 – AGENDA
Virtual Meeting
1. 7:00 P.M., Call to Order, Roll Call
2. Economic Development Plan

Mr. Miller

30 min.

3. Progress Report Dept. of Commerce Grant HB1923:
Form Based Codes & Missing Middle Affordable Housing

Mr. Reynolds

60 min.

4. Adjournment

City of North Bend, P.O. Box 896, 920 SE Cedar Falls Way, North Bend, WA 98045
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MEMORANDUM
City Administrator
To:

City Council

From:

David Miller AICP, City Administrator

Date:

September 22, 2020

CC:

Rob McFarland, Mayor

Subject:

Economic Development Plan Proposal

North Bend is in a period of transformation as a city, too small to have mature infrastructure

and an established commercial base, and too large to ignore the impending need for both. Last
year the Community & Economic Development Department prepared maps showing the
infrastructure constraints on future development, which involved a large portion of the North
Bend Way corridor from downtown to Truck Town as lacking adequate water supply (e.g.,
Sallal). We know that Sallal will not be able to supply additional water in the foreseeable
future. Water infrastructure needs include adding mitigation sources to our existing resources
so that we can provide adequate water supply for growth. The maps also showed a lack of
sewer collection lines for the western commercial portion of the City from the downtown to the
City limits. A sewer collection system ULID is being formed to provide for sewer service in this
area. In addition to these infrastructure constraints a high water table makes much of
downtown and several areas to the west of downtown problematic for storing and disposing of
storm water. In addition to the water and storm water issues the City’s sewer treatment
facilities are inadequate to meet NPDES discharge requirements for the future and lack capacity
for growth. Phase 1 of the sewer plant expansion is nearly complete, and Spring 2021 will see
phase 2 of the treatment plant expansion start.
Staff is addressing all sewer, water and stormwater issues through several initiatives and we are
making progress toward meeting all infrastructure needs for the future. Providing these
required facilities involves formation of ULID financing districts for water and sewer, funding
wastewater treatment plant expansion, constructing facilities at South Fork Landing (formerly
the Cascade Golf Course), identifying and studying water retention facilities and more.
Economic development is totally dependent upon having adequate water, sewer and
stormwater facilities, or the projects that support our economy cannot be built. Council has
enacted measures to reserve sewer capacity to commercial projects with a few residential
exceptions.
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It has become abundantly clear to Administrative staff that an Economic Development Plan
connecting the various infrastructure initiatives and several other City and private party actions
is needed. This Plan will document major economic development policies of the City Council,
along with action plans that delineate the steps toward achieving total infrastructure service to
commercially zoned properties. Several other subjects such as business retention and
attraction, development processing and fees, affordable workforce housing and other initiatives
will be included in the economic development plan. Only a well-coordinated and focused effort
will result in economic development success. Our long-term fiscal stability as a municipality is
dependent on this success. We have become a bedroom community and we aspire to have a
jobs to housing balance in our land use plan. We currently have several businesses courting
North Bend which will increase our tax base, provide new jobs, and provide our citizens
additional goods and services. With limited sewer capacity we want to ensure that we can
deliver all services and increase our commercial base.
A few fundamental concepts affect choices for North Bend’s economic future. First, the
Washington State Growth Management Act (GMA) does not allow for development metering or
control, so the GMA reinforces the need to expand infrastructure capacity. Second, our
comprehensive plan reinforces a jobs to housing balance so that the community is balanced
from a land use and employment perspective. And finally, our fiscal stability as a municipality
dictates that we emphasize commercial development to offset the financial demands of
residential development.
The Economic Development Commission, under the direction of our Economic Development
Manager, Jesse Reynolds, has taken on the responsibility of developing an Economic
Development Plan (EDP). Step one of this effort was to review example EDP’s from Truckee,
CA, Issaquah, WA, Ashland, OR, Squamish, BC, Shelton, WA, and Stanwood, WA. Links to these
plans are provided below (highlight the plan and press control as you click on the city). From
this the attached draft outline of the Plan has been developed (see attached outline).
•
•
•
•
•
•

Issaquah
Ashland, OR
Truckee, CA
Squamish, BC
Shelton, WA
Stanwood, WA
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Preliminary Outline for Economic Development Plan
Prerequisites of the Plan

1. Council Policies, including Brand Statement
2. Action Plan to implement adopted policies
a. Recognition of infrastructure constraints
b. Limited sewer, water service areas
c. Storm drainage requirements, especially in the downtown
d. Traffic and Parking
e. Sewer and water supply and treatment constraints
3. Other constraints: regulatory, market, design, zoning, etc.
4. Opportunity Areas (e.g., areas without constraints)

Issues to Address (David Original)

1. Predictability in zoning. Continually changing permitted uses or other zoning
regulations.
2. Consistency between infrastructure plans and development projections.
3. Increasing the City water service area to include all commercial properties on E. North
Bend Way. Alternatively, negotiating a service agreement with Sallal (not likely).
4. Creating a balanced community between jobs and housing.
5. Creating a dependable and sustainable fiscal picture in the General Fund.
6. Creating a business-friendly attitude from the City.
7. How to address evaluating the financial benefits of a proposed commercial
development (Western Washington revenue model).
8. Design and curb appeal of new commercial development. Complete Streets Plan and
form-based codes.
9. Building heights and bulk.
10. Time involved in processing development permits.
11. Connecting the building blocks of economic development into a predictable series of
coordinated actions. (e.g., infrastructure may be phased such as temporary septic tanks
before ULID sewer lines, water service area and sewer ULIDS are necessary to serve
undeveloped sites).
12. Understanding the infrastructure and natural constraints to development. Many
properties zoned for commercial use are not available for development due to these
constraints. Some constraints we have control over, particularly infrastructure
limitations.
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13. Development impact fees. Some like traffic impact fees are very high and constitute an
impediment for developers. Often the City uses development agreements to lower
impact fees to incentivize a project with obvious economic and community benefits
(example: Habitat for Humanity housing project).
14. Family wage jobs. We have many commercial uses which provide minimum wage jobs.
We need higher paying jobs so that employees can afford to live and work in North
Bend.
15. Priority projects
a. National Guard Readiness Center
b. Hotel development
c. Year around sports facilities
d. Downtown revitalization and reuse
e. Commercial goods and services to the public
f. Family wage jobs
g. North Bend Outlet Mall renovations & RAB
h. Strong freeway commercial
i. Any affordable housing proposals

Report Outline & Planning Process Timeline
Step 1: Develop a vision statement and goals
Step 2: Conduct economic baseline analysis
Step 3: Identify economic development issues
Step 4: Develop policies
Step 5: Develop strategies or “action plan”
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Progress Report Dept. of Commerce
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&
Missing Middle Affordable
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DATE:

September 15, 2020

TO:

City Council

FROM:

North Bend Planners

SUBJECT:

Medium Density Residential and Form-Based Code Guidance for Commerce Grant HB1923

The purpose of this workstudy is for dialog with Council so that staff can receive further guidance on adopting a
Medium Density Residential (MDR) and Form-Base Code (FBC) in our Downtown. Below is information on the
grant, how staff proposes to integrate Cottage Residential (CR) and some small areas of Low Density Residential
(LDR) areas into MDR (pg. 1-8), how staff proposes to create a form based code, with results from a community
survey (pg. 9-16).
Staff has not started developing a FBC for our Downtown yet. The information gleaned from you in this
workstudy session will be used to help guide our designs and draft codes.
Introduction and Context
Funded through a Dept. of Commerce grant to increase affordable housing, per Mayor McFarland’s request, the
City is pursuing this grant to increase available affordable housing through increasing density. The grant is for
$50,000 and geared toward increasing affordability. Efforts are primarily in-house, with design support from
local architecture firm Gant Nychay. The grant will only be paid out when acceptable deliverables are provided.
Comprehensive Plan Goals supporting this Grant Effort:
• H – Goal 1: Encourage a variety of housing types and densities compatibly located to meet the demands
of a diverse population. Meets Policies: H-1.2, H-1.3, H-1.5, H-1.10.
• H – Goal 4: The City of North Bend should provide adequate land capacity for forecasted population and
residential growth within its city limits and Urban Growth Area in order to promote stable housing prices,
foster affordability and broaden housing choices. Meets Policies: H – 4.1, H – 4.2, H – 4.3, H – 4.4.
• H – Goal 6: Support and provide for the ability to age in place safely, independently and comfortably,
regardless of age, income or ability level. Meets Policies: H – 6.4, H – 6.5.
Brand Goals strongly supporting this Grant Effort:
• Affordability
• Sustainably Managed Growth
• Design Standards

Community and Economic Development Department
920 SE Cedar Falls Way, North Bend, WA 98045
Tel: 425.888.5633 / Fax: 425.888.5636
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Medium Density Residential Zone Discussion

The idea of the Medium Density Residential Zone is to bridge what is conventionally developed in single-family
zoning and what is developed in multi-family zoning. It is characterized principally by smaller building sizes that
are compatible with the overall form and character typical to a single-family neighborhood, and a broader
variety of building forms and typologies to provide interest and diversity.
Single-family neighborhoods within North Bend’s Low Density Residential zone are built at around 3.5- 4 units
per acre (gross density), and typically result in large homes (2,500 – 3,500 square feet) in the range of $750,000
to $1,000,000 on the market. At the other end of the spectrum, the City’s High Density Residential enables
multifamily development, usually creating rental inventory or condominiums for purchase in larger buildings of
up to 10-units each and in the range of about 15 to 21 units per acre (gross). According to Zillow Inc’s website on
September 16, 2020, such HDR units with two bedrooms rent between $900 to $1,800 per month. The only
apartment shown for sale within the City on Zillow at the time of inquiry was a 2-unit for $300,000.
As there is a large difference between these two types of zones and their respective conventional housing
typologies, and as not much gets built on the market between these two distinct bookends, this is often referred
to as the “Missing Middle.”
The Architecture and Urban Design Firm Opticos has created an excellent webpage that describes this Missing
Middle Housing, illustrates its differing typologies, and describes some best practices to get it built. The lowerdensity forms of the typologies they show on their website would be suitable for North Bend’s context and a
new Medium Density Residential Zone. Please take a look at this website: http://missingmiddlehousing.com/
Creating a new MDR Zone is also consistent with direction from the January 2018 City Council Retreat, at which
Council requested that staff develop such a zone in areas surrounding the downtown, to enable additional
housing options in the marketplace that expand choice and can provide more affordable housing options. That
effort was put on hold at the time due to the need to focus staff efforts on other Council priorities, but is now
coming back for development of the zone with funding assistance from the grant.
Staff will be preparing formal amendments to the zoning code for public notification and the Planning
Commission’s review in October through January, but we are requesting initial direction and feedback to
consider where the zone might occur, densities, and types of housing to allow within this zone.
The key questions we would like you to provide direction on at your meeting are:
1. Merging Cottage Zone and new Medium Density Residential Zone. Staff recommend converting the
existing Cottage Residential Zone into the new Medium Density Residential Zone. The zone would still
allow cottages but would add additional compatible medium-density “missing middle” housing
typologies to provide additional options and provide greater diversity within the area of the existing
Cottage Zone. We would like your discussion and direction on this. Allowing duplexes, triplexes, and
Community and Economic Development Department
920 SE Cedar Falls Way, North Bend, WA 98045
Tel: 425.888.5633 / Fax: 425.888.5636
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courtyard apartments within the CR zone code, essentially making it MDR, is a requirement to receive
grant funds from Commerce. Of course, developers would still have the ability construct cottage
developments in this zone, just the options of housing typologies would be greater.
2. Additional Areas for the new Medium Density Residential Zone. Following your discussion and initial
direction, staff will contact these property owners to notify them of consideration of the rezone by the
Planning Commission. Primary suggested areas focus on proximity to the downtown, and include:
a. LDR zone properties fronting to E. North Bend Way between the entrance to Torguson Park and
Thrasher Ave. NE, and between E. North Bend Way, Maloney Grove Ave. SE, and SE Cedar Falls
Way (see image below). Also, it is important to note that the property owners in this area also
asked for mixed-use developments to be a possibility.

b. The LDR Zone just north of downtown, bounded by the Snoqualmie Valley Trail to the south and
west, Ballarat Ave. N. to the east, and City property known as the “Tollgate Forest” to the north
(see image below).

Community and Economic Development Department
920 SE Cedar Falls Way, North Bend, WA 98045
Tel: 425.888.5633 / Fax: 425.888.5636
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c. The LDR zone immediately west of the downtown, across Bendigo Boulevard from Bartells (see
image below, noting the lands immediately adjacent to the river are considered critical areas,
hence undevelopable).

Community and Economic Development Department
920 SE Cedar Falls Way, North Bend, WA 98045
Tel: 425.888.5633 / Fax: 425.888.5636
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d. Other areas the Council would like to explore including? Please refer to the zoning map in your
packet.
3. Types of Housing. There are several typologies that fit well within the context of single-family homes, in
terms of bulk and dimensional parameters, which we would propose to use within the Medium Density
Residential Zone. Again, many of these are illustrated on the Missing Middle Website
(http://missingmiddlehousing.com/). We also have a number of these typologies within our older
neighborhoods in North Bend. The key factors are small overall building size, and variety. These
include:
a. Duplex (either stacked, side-by-side, or back-to-back).

(Example on Ballarat Ave.)
b. Triplex

(Sightline Institute - Creative Commons)
c. Size-limited 4-plex apartment building (may appear like single-family home)

Community and Economic Development Department
920 SE Cedar Falls Way, North Bend, WA 98045
Tel: 425.888.5633 / Fax: 425.888.5636
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(example on Sydney Avenue)

d. Small townhomes/row houses (up to 4 per building)

(Lennar Homes)
e. Bungalow Court Apartments

(Sightline Institute – Creative Commons)
f.

Live-work units (up to 4 units/building)
Community and Economic Development Department
920 SE Cedar Falls Way, North Bend, WA 98045
Tel: 425.888.5633 / Fax: 425.888.5636
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(Essex Property Trust)
g. Cottages

(2nd Street Cottages downtown)
h. Small-lot small single-family homes

(E. 5th Street north of downtown)
4. Density: Should we apply a density range for the MDR zone or just apply form-based standards?
a. Consider form-based standards rather than density.
i. The missing middle website recommends using form-based regulations (governing bulk,
building form and typology) rather than specific density ranges, as many of the missing
Community and Economic Development Department
920 SE Cedar Falls Way, North Bend, WA 98045
Tel: 425.888.5633 / Fax: 425.888.5636
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middle typologies can be at the same density as more conventional multifamily, but in
smaller-scale buildings which better blend to single family neighborhoods.
ii. Form-based standards would require quite a bit of thought but may be a good approach
for this zone. See the copied page from the Missing Middle website, attached for your
reference.
b. If we go with a density limit rather than form-based standards, staff suggest a density range
generally between the Cottage Residential Zone and the High Density Residential (HDR) zone, at
approximately 8-15 units per acre gross density. For comparison:
i. CR zone allows up to 10 units per acre.
ii. HDR zone allows up to 21 units per acre (based on lot area per dwelling)
iii. The following website provides a good way to visualize different residential densities
and illustrates the importance of design in perceived density (often higher density
developments with good design can actually appear less dense than lower density
developments with poor design): http://mrsc.org/Home/Stay-Informed/MRSCInsight/April-2017/Visualizing-Compatible-Density.aspx
5. Continued Single-Family One-Offs? Do you wish to allow one-off new single-family homes constructed
on existing lots in the MDR zone? Many of these areas are currently characterized by predominantly
single family homes. Transition is desired but consider whether you wish to continue to allow new oneoffs on existing lots within the new zone.
Following your initial direction at this meeting, staff will begin preparing draft amendments to the zoning code
and zoning map for notification to the public (including all properties that could be rezoned plus those within
300’) and consideration by the Planning Commission.

Community and Economic Development Department
920 SE Cedar Falls Way, North Bend, WA 98045
Tel: 425.888.5633 / Fax: 425.888.5636
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Downtown Form-Based Code Discussion
Problem Statement
The City’s downtown has always been the cultural heart of the City, and the location of much of the City’s
existing affordable housing supply. Over time, however, existing older homes will eventually be redeveloped for
more intense land uses as market factors increase the value of land, which could result in new development that
is out of scale and character with what has made downtown North Bend unique. A guidance tool is needed, for
both our downtown urban form, and for tasteful density that allows affordability.
Current Timeline
Description

May 1- May Jun 1- Jun Jul 1- Jul 15- Aug 1- Aug 16- Sep 1Oct 1- Oct Nov 1- Nov Dec 1- Dec Jan 1- Jan 15- Feb 1- Feb Mar 1- Mar
Sep 16-30
15 15-31 15 16-30 15
31
15
31
15
15 16-31 15 16-30 15 16-31 15
31
15 15-28 15 16-31

Research and Visioning
Data Collection/Community
Outreach
Analysis and Preliminary
Designs
Presentation to Officials &
Feedback

9/15
Wkstudy

Develop Recommendations
Draft Form-Based Code and Staff
Report
Public Process/Planning
Commission
Finalize Codes and transects
Approval
Adopted Form-Based Code

How Form-Based Codes will solve our Downtown Problems
A form-based code is a land development regulation that fosters predictable built results and a high-quality
public realm by using physical form, rather than separation of uses, as the organizing principle for the code. The
form-based approach will allow the public to see and adjust the actual components that are contributing to
what they like in development and address what they don’t like.
Current FBC Focus Area Below (larger map version provided in 9/22 Council Workstudy Packet)

Community and Economic Development Department
920 SE Cedar Falls Way, North Bend, WA 98045
Tel: 425.888.5633 / Fax: 425.888.5636
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To further enliven the downtown and secure its future as a social, cultural and entertainment destination, while
increasing the overall supply of more affordable housing options, the City wishes to provide a new form-based
code. This form-based code will ensure that new development fits with the scale and character of the historic
commercial uses, enlivens the public realm with a good relationship between street, sidewalk, and building. This
will be accomplished while enabling additional housing, providing more affordable choices to meet a significant
local need and help bring additional residents to support a walkable, vibrant downtown community.
The regulations and standards in form-based codes are presented in both words and clearly drawn diagrams and
other visuals to help property owners and the public. They are keyed to a regulating plan that designates the
appropriate form, scale and character of development, rather than only distinctions in land-use types. They will
help implement a community plan for North Bend and will help enliven the downtown area with buildings and a
built form that relates well to existing uses, facilitates a lively pedestrian environment, and secures the
downtown as the cultural and economic heart of the City.

Community and Economic Development Department
920 SE Cedar Falls Way, North Bend, WA 98045
Tel: 425.888.5633 / Fax: 425.888.5636
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Example Plaza Schematic, North Bend/Mestia Project (Laroy Gant)

Other complexities form-based code could alleviate include floodplain development, underutilized spaces,
parking, walkability, lack of transit, viewsheds, density concerns, noise, compatibility of developments.
In sum, FBCs help:
1. Enhance the public realm
2. Better integrates new buildings into existing settings,
3. Uses a suite of architectural
A key component to the success of FBCs is to have the regulations set so that private development pays for the
improvements to the public realm, through codes that guide developers in how to create the spaces and
relationships. One stellar local example of this, at a slightly larger scale is Bothell’s Downtown Plan, which has
created a common theme of character for multiple subareas in and near their core downtown.

Community and Economic Development Department
920 SE Cedar Falls Way, North Bend, WA 98045
Tel: 425.888.5633 / Fax: 425.888.5636
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Example schematic of town center – Bothell Downtown Subarea Plan

Progress to date
The project team has met virtually several times to culminate research and define recommended
methodologies. Staff has also been in conversation with Commerce regarding shifting expectations due to the
pandemic and progress within other jurisdictions.
Our Architectural Consultants are currently working on a picture catalog of our downtown, cataloging certain
assets downtown, as well as areas with improvement potential. Most recently a virtual public outreach survey
was completed to help to form-based code development process.
Community and Economic Development Department
920 SE Cedar Falls Way, North Bend, WA 98045
Tel: 425.888.5633 / Fax: 425.888.5636
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Architectural Cataloging
The goal of this exercise is to convey three things:
1. Themes of building typologies for specific areas we are suggesting preserve/retain/encouraging, like our
historic downtown, and clusters of newer buildings whose typologies are well received
2. Areas of opportunities, such as underutilized and vacant parcels, to convey development will likely occur
regardless in the next 20 yrs. Opportunities for future public space would be powerful.
3. Areas where mountain views highlight the downtown experience
Survey Results Summary
We created and distributed a Google Survey to gage public sentiment regarding the current status of our
downtown, what is valued aesthetically, public safety, and barriers to development. The survey window was
August 12th to 24th, 2020 and 351 surveys were completed. This initial section gives a very brief summary of
the of findings.
When asked what people like most about our downtown almost two thirds of the responses were mountain
views. The second most popular answer was walkability, followed by access to services. Other answers
included people’s enjoyment of the small town feel, the lack of chain stores, and safety.

When asked about the specific services our downtown is lacking, restaurants and small shops were mentioned
the most, as well as utilizing roof space for seating. Other services were requested. Some also made comments
that our downtown needs increased services for what is already present, such as handicap parking. Some also
felt there were too many bars but limited basic shopping options. Some felt more amenities for outdoor
recreation visitors such as a hotel, while others felt there should be no more growth.

Community and Economic Development Department
920 SE Cedar Falls Way, North Bend, WA 98045
Tel: 425.888.5633 / Fax: 425.888.5636
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Those who chose areas outside of our downtown to focus future development elaborated on a few areas. Most
answers relevant to the question centered around Exit 31 (Safeway, Outlet Mall, etc) and Exit 34 (Trucktown),
with some generally suggesting East North Bend Way between downtown and trucktown. Specifically, 30
answers mentioned Trucktown, 24 answers mentioned Exit 31, and 14 answers mentioned North Bend Way east
of downtown.
Another realization the survey indicates is increased non-motorized transportation infrastructure is greatly
desired. On a scale of 1 to 5, 5 being most important, the average score was a shade under 4. Also, in Question
11 three quarters of respondents were in favor of a riverfront park along the banks of the South Fork of the
Snoqualmie. Opposition to this park was a minority, and negative comments were mostly associated with
private property rights.

Community and Economic Development Department
920 SE Cedar Falls Way, North Bend, WA 98045
Tel: 425.888.5633 / Fax: 425.888.5636
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Overall Staff feels the survey results indicate a few things. Firstly, we are in a changing community, hence the
diverse array of answers on people’s preferences. Aside from the desire for mountain views and more nonmotorized transportation options, no major themes are emerging. One other realization from this exercise is
the public is open to growth outside of our downtown, the developed lands around Exit 31. This was not a
consideration of Staff when outlining these grant efforts.
Due to the lack of clear messaging from the public received from this survey, Staff will rely on the outcome of
this workstudy to help inform future designs.

Community and Economic Development Department
920 SE Cedar Falls Way, North Bend, WA 98045
Tel: 425.888.5633 / Fax: 425.888.5636
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Questions we are hoping to answer for this FBC effort

Growth will happen in our downtown regardless of zoning changes. It is ultimately up to you to help shape how
this growth will occur, whether it will have architectural guidance, and how public spaces are created. Below
are a few questions to help gear your mind toward a productive Council Workstudy on September 22nd.
•
•
•
•

How should we increase density (not just height) in our downtown to allow for more affordable
housing? Some suggestions include no minimum size for units, no setbacks, elimination or reduction of
open space requirements.
How much density would be acceptable if design standards through form-based code are met? Our DC
zone currently allows up to 43 units per acre as of right, i.e. only looking at the code and not considering
other factors. How about 50-55 units per acre?
Where outside of downtown would you be willing to see increased density for affordable housing? The
lands adjacent to Exit 31 and to a lesser degree Exit 34 were mentioned multiple times in the public
survey.
Would the CED Subcommittee like to liaise this project? Would any Councilmember want to be a liaison
to the rest of this process?

One concept proposed by staff is concentrating growth in a ring outside of the core historic area but still within
our downtown (larger map available upon request):

Community and Economic Development Department
920 SE Cedar Falls Way, North Bend, WA 98045
Tel: 425.888.5633 / Fax: 425.888.5636
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Commerce Grant HB1923: Form-Based Code
Study Area - 6/16/2020
Study area for WA State Dept. of
Commerce Grant HB1923 efforts.
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Document Path: C:\Temp\GIS\mxd_folder\Planning\FormBasedCode2020\Mapfiles\FBC-Basemap_8.5x11.mxd

Map created for City of North Bend internal
use. The features and locations represented
on this map have no guaranteed accuracy.
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Commerce Grant HB1923: Form-Based Code
Zoning Classes
North Bend's Design Standards cover the DC zone only,
under the Downtown Core Section (Pg. 29-32)
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